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More Grass Means More Cattle 

Dick Whetsell 

The years 1980 and 1981 represent the poorest net profit 
for the cattle industry since 1933. And I wonder about 1982. 
We must improve our cost of production position and at the 
same time get more for our table product if we are to stay in 
business. The United States produced more table meat in 
1981 than in 1980 but less of it was beef. 

Our grass must be used more efficiently to keep costs 
down. At the same time our ranges must be improved and/or 
maintained for future use. The old systems won't do this. It 
appears the new intensive, short duration systems could 
have value. 

Just ranching as usual Is not going to cut it in the 1980's. 
Even producing 60 to 80 pounds of beef per acre on native 
grass will not let us survive on $400 an acre rangeland. The 
tremendous increase in all cost items, with little or no 
increase in beef prices, has backed us into a corner. The only 
way out is increased grass production, grazed in a profitable 
manner. 

The pressure of increased costs, coupled with old 
methods of grazing, is the thing that is forcing many 
ranchers out of business. Long-time operators, men who 
know the business well and have done a good job, are now 
being forced into liquidation. Most of the ranches of any size 
sold in Osage County, Oklahoma, since 1970 have changed 
hands again, according to SCS Range Conservationist Sid 
Brantly. 

To survive, new ideas and new methods must be incorpo- 
rated into the ranching operation. Most ranches, as now 
operated, can not stand heavier stocking rates without 
further damaging the grass, resulting in lower carrying 
capacity. 

But, it, the native grass rancher is to stay in business, he 
must grow more grass and graze more cattle on the ranch 
unit. This has to be done by some method other than what we 
now call "proper stocking." 

Ranchers have reduced their grass harvesters, livestock, 
but many of the individual plants are still being damaged. To 
the individual plant being overgrazed, it makes no difference 
whether there is one cow or 100 in the pasture. 

With conventional grazing methods a part of the range is 
being overused regardless of the stocking rate. It's time to 
change harvesting methods. Range researchers have been 
advocating rotation deferred grazing for many years 
because it usually improves range condition and boosts car- 
rying capacities. However, even under this system many 
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individual plants are still overgrazed, thus suffering a loss in 
vigor and production. 

When cattle graze the same area for months (or even 
weeks) at a time, new plant growth is selected first because 
of its high palatability. As the new growth is continuously 
removed, the plant is robbed of its leaves, which supply food 
for the plant. Each time the plant begins to growa new leaf, a 
grazing animal is nearby to immediately nip off this fresh 
growth. As this process of growing and grazing is repeated 
throughout the growing season, the plant's root system is 
literally starved and a part of it will die. 

A grazing program must be designed that will allow the 
grass to make use of its new growth to first feed itself—and 
then harvest it. To accomplish this in Oklahoma, a rotation 
system could be set up involving one herd and 3-6 pastures. 
The livestock are moved every 8-10 days to a fresh pasture. 
This insures total uniform use and allows an individual plant 
to be grazed only one time in most cases, and then it has 
25-30 days to recover before being grazing again. This 
encourages maximum forage production. 

Continuous grazing may no longer be an economical 
method of producing beef. We've postponed the shift to 
more intensive grass management, but now it's time to act. 
We have to produce more pounds of beef per acre in order to 
stay competitive at the meat counter. Most Oklahoma 
ranches could begin this kind of management system just 
the way they are—without expensive fencing. 

We have designed a system for our 40,000 acre Foraker 
ranch that requires no structural changes. It's really very 
simple. We are putting more cattle in a pasture for a shorter 
time. There are 21 pastures, rotated with six herds. Depend- 
ing on the amount of forage and size of each pasture, the 
steers will graze 7-10 days and be moved to an adjacent 
pasture. The grass will then have 3-4 weeks of complete rest 
before being grazing again. One important thing to 
remember is to move the cattle on time. 

The native ranges in Oklahoma are chiefly covered with 
warm-season grasses, so an intensive rotation system will 
not be so effective during the winter months. During the 
dormant season cattle will winter better scattered over all the 
ranch. Considering today's high interest rates and the high 
cost of protein, it may no longer be profitableto winter steers 
on bluestem ranges. 

Another benefit of this new system Is that it provides a 
close check on all cattle at regular intervals. It is easier to 
prowl one pasture of 300 cattle than three pastures of 100 
cattle. 
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As for the extra time required for moving cattle, I'd rather 
have my cowboys moving cattle to improve the range and 
increase beef production, than have them busy doing 
something that makes no contribution to production. 

Moving has to be done correctly because cattle that are 
stressed by frequent moves will not gain efficiently. There 

are many ways of doing this that are common knowledge 
among good hands. Gates left open at the proper times, 
double gates for large herds, wing fences and feed trucks 
can all be handy. The cattle should be moved quietly and 
scattered in the new pasture for best results. 

When adequate grass is available, continuous stocking 
usually gives best gains per head. However, with the 
increased numbers under this system you can produce 50 

percent more beef per acre, improve the range, and get total 
uniform use of all forage. 

A rancher grows only one crop and that is grass. He has to 
know that he must first increase his grass production before 
he can run more cattle. 

The grass growing principles talked about in this article 
can help guarantee a profitable future for Oklahoma cattle- 
men and concurrently improve and stabilize our rangelands. 
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Yearling steers on the Oklahoma Land and Cattle Co. Ranch. 


